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ABSTRACT
We give a brief overview of the Webis group’s participation in
the TREC 2017 Open Search and Core tracks. Our submission to
the Open Search track is similar to our last year’s approach, we
axiomatically re-rank a BM25-ordered result list to come up with a
�nal ranking. �e axiomatic re-ranking idea is also applied in our
Core track contribution but with an emphasis on argumentativeness
as a not-yet-covered aspect in retrieval.

1 OPEN SEARCH TRACK
�e objective of the Open Search track is to rank a small set of
given candidate documents (e.g., scienti�c publications) in return
to a given scholarly search query.

Our approachworks as follows. We �rst index the few candidates
for a query with Lucene and rank them using Lucene’s default
BM25 implementation and removing any punctuation from the
query. In case that the ranking for the query would be empty, the
given candidate documents are just randomly shu�ed. �e �nal
ranking (i.e., from Lucene or shu�ed) is then run through our
axiomatic re-ranking pipeline [? ] with the axiom weights trained
for BM25. We omi�ed the axioms from our pipeline that are not
suited for the scholarly search setup due to missing information
(e.g., we omi�ed the PageRank axiom due to the non-availability of
a full citation graph at our site including the candidate documents).

�e re-ranking obtained from the combined axioms then forms
the submi�ed ranking similar to our runs for theWeb track 2014, the
Session tracks 2014–2015 [? ? ], and the Open Search track 2016 [?
].

2 CORE TRACK
As for the Core track, our research question was whether including
information about the argumentativeness of documents can help
in the retrieval process. As the Core track used the New York
Times Annotated Corpus and newspaper articles o�en include
argumentation, argumentativeness might be an interesting signal
to add to the ranking process in the Core track scenario.

To handle argumentativeness in a retrieval se�ing, we formulate
two basic axioms capturing di�erent aspects of argumentativeness
that then should be included in our axiomatic re-ranking pipeline [?
]. �e �rst argumentative axiom measures the ratio of argumen-
tative text units among all text units in a document and prefers
from a pair of documents the one that has more “arguments.” �e
second axiom measures how close the �rst occurences of all the
query terms in a document are to argumentative text units and
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prefers from a pair of documents the one where the �rst occurences
are closer to argumentative text units.

Due to some time constraints caused by power outages that
crashed some of our experiments, we could not really �nish train-
ing the weights of our full axiomatic re-ranking approach for the
TREC Core track deadline but had to resort to some last-minute sub-
mission using a very simplistic pipeline with manually set weights.
�is is meant to gather some �rst insights since we obviously could
not use the full potential of argumentative axioms. In the simplistic
axiomatic re-ranking, we employ the above two argumentativeness
axioms and the two more “traditional” axioms TF1 [? ] and LB1 [?
]. �e weights of the four axioms in the re-ranking pipeline were
manually set to 0.4 for the argumentativeness axioms and to 0.1
for TF1 and LB1. We plan to include further axioms and a more
sophisticated training of the axiom weights in the Core se�ing but
had to leave that open for future research.
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